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Abstract – This paper presents a case study of the H.264 
decoder as a means of illustrating the tremendous gains that 
can be achieved in “effective yield” if yield is factored in 
during the design process. We demonstrate that by selectively 
applying system level algorithms (such as post processing 
filtering), multimedia systems can easily tolerate memory 
storage errors orders of magnitude larger than what can be 
tolerated by simple redundancy and coding techniques. In 
that context, the paper illustrates a dramatic tolerance of up 
to 5% bit errors in memory while meeting acceptable 
standard system specifications metrics such as Peak Signal to 
Noise Ratio (PSNR).    
 

I Introduction 
 
 Memory intensive applications are experiencing explosive 
growth supported by increasing miniaturization and integration of 
embedded memories. Multimedia applications have benefited 
greatly from the abundance of cheap integrated memories as 
evidenced by the widespread adoption of multi-megabit digital 
cameras as well as the quick adoption of handheld video 
applications. The integration of extra memory on-chip is not in-
itself a challenge, however maintaining an acceptable yield with 
larger memories is. It is a well known issue that as the size of the 
memory array increases the overall yield of the system decreases 
[1],[2]. This reality will become even more dominant in nano-
devices where the defect density per square millimeter is 
expected to increase exponentially due to the high device density 
attainable by this technology [3].  Key scaling concerns that have 
been voiced in industry and academia include increasing process 
variation, defect rates, infant mortality rates and susceptibility to 
internal and external random stimulus (noise).   
 Classically, permanent faults caused by manufacturing 
defects were the prominent reason for memory failure. However, 
as we progress to the sub-100 nm technology nodes, microscopic 
effect such as random placement of dopants are starting to 
become the dominant reason of failures. These random 
fluctuations lead to inter-circuit transistor mismatches that can 
have detrimental effects on performance. Furthermore, these 
effects are a strong function of the operating conditions (voltage, 
frequency, temperature etc.)  There are a multitude of techniques 
that have been extensively studied in literature to counteract 
memory failures, such as redundant rows/columns and the use of 
error correction codes (ECC). However the underlying 
assumption made by these approaches is that the errors are 
predominantly fixed in nature with a minority being transient. It 
has been shown in literature that row/column redundancy is an in-
effective means of handling errors caused by parameter variation 

[4][8]. A main reason for this result lies in the fact that the nature 
and distribution of these parameter induced faults are not static 
but rather depend on the operating condition, which renders a 
static correction method such as row/column redundancy 
ineffective. An alternative approach is ECC which is employed in 
memory architectures to correct for transient faults (soft errors).  
This is a dynamic system that can adapt to the changes in 
parameter variations, however the drawback is that most ECC 
systems can correct only a single error (without significant 
overhead), and therefore will be ineffective in handling the high 
volume of errors expected in nanometer scale designs with high 
levels of integration. 
 This paper addresses the issue of yield in memory intensive 
applications by analyzing a case study of video H.264 decoder. 
However, contrary to the typical definition of yield as being a 
manufacturing issue, we are suggesting and analyzing means of 
establishing co-operative redundancy at the system level. By co-
operative redundancy we mean that algorithms at the system level 
can be designed to incorporate yield as a parameter in the initial 
specification of the system, rather than being an out-come. 
Specifically, memory fault tolerant post –processing algorithms 
can be designed that take into account that multimedia 
applications are -by construction- redundant both spatially and 
temporally. This information can be used to make smart decision 
about the degree and type (co-operative vs. typical) redundancy 
that can be used to protect the memory and improve the final 
effective yield. The case study presented in this paper proves that 
a co-operative redundancy approach can easily tolerate current 
memory defect rates of up to 0.003 %. An extension of this work 
shows that with minimal additional circuitry we can in fact 
tolerate up to 5 % errors in memory, and error rate which is 
expected in nano-scale systems.  
 The paper is organized as follows, section II presents the 
proposed approach in the context of an H.264 video decoder 
system. The system setup is explained and simulation results are 
presented which illustrates the yield improvement. Section III 
analyzes the impact of our proposed approach on yield for today’s 
technologies Section IV concludes the paper.  
   
  

II. H,264 Decoder  
 

A. A Case Study: H.264 Video Decoder SoC 

Multimedia is perfect example that presents a set of 
challenging applications targeting SoCs. MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 
codecs are found in a variety of products today. Examples include 
set-top boxes, desktop computing, PVR, mobile devices, video 
phones, security apparatus, camcorders and digital still cameras. 
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Figure 2 illustrates a typical configuration for an H.264 Video 
decoder. These applications are challenging both from a 
computation and data volume points of view. Video codecs 
require ample amount of memory both on and off-chip in order to 
either cache frame data to improve performance or store past 
frame data to support temporal compression. Thus, they tend to 
have a large number of processing units as well as large memory 
blocks. An example MPEG4 codec chip has almost 64 Mbits of 
on-chip memory.  
 Like communication systems, multimedia systems also 
have inherent error resilience. In such systems, the quality of an 
output image or sequence of video frames is measured in terms of 
Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) which compares the output 
image(s) to a reference set and computes the PSNR function as: 
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Where f(i,j) and F(i,j) are the pixels at location i,j of the 
output and reference images, respectively. 

 Even in the case of ideal transmission condition, residual 
errors result for the quantization and/or filtering process. Hence, 
systems typically have less-than-perfect PSNR values. As a result, 
standard compliance for key multimedia kernels such as DCT 
does not require perfect signal recovery as compliance criteria. In 
order to cope with imperfect signal recovery, some multimedia 
systems have explicit error resiliency built into the algorithms. H. 
264(AVC) systems will be used in evaluating the proposed 
methodology in the multimedia domain. 
 Figure 1 shows the overview of an H.264 decoder system. 
The input stream is entropy decoded, reordered, rescaled 
(dequantized), and converted into YUV domain from coefficient 
domain by IDCT module. Finally the frame image data is 
reconstructed by using the reference image in the frame buffer 
previously decoded and stored and motion vectors. The decoded 
YUV components which represent Luma (brightness) and 
Chroma (color) of image are stored in the Decoded Picture Buffer 
(DPB). In this system the DPB memory occupies a large amount 
of system area. As we have mentioned in the introduction, on-
chip embedded memory arrays are prone to manufacturing 
defects resulting in low manufacturing yield. So, we are 
interested in the error resilience of the DPB memory of H.264 
decoder system.  
 Due to the large image sizes involved in today’s imaging 
appliances (e.g. digital cameras) it is often the case that the tile 
memory is too large to be on chip and intermediate computations 
are typically stored in off-chip memory (e.g. SDRAM). With 
more advanced processes and the maturity of embedded 
memories, it is possible to integrate this memory on chip and 
therefore reduce power consumption and component count in an 
imaging appliance. Indeed in [10] it is shown that embedded 
memory can reduce power consumption by 22% compared to a 
multichip solution with external memory storage. However, such 
additional memory (which would be in the 5-10MByte range 
when a whole image is to be stored on-chip) would adversely 
affect the overall SoC yield. This said, our proposed approach of 
fault tolerance can be readily applied here in order to reap the 
benefits of the on-chip memory while mitigating the disadvantage 
of lower chip yield. 
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Figure 1. An H.264 decoder architecture 

B. Assessing the impact of memory errors on system 
performance 

In order to assess the tolerance of the decoder to memory 
errors, we performed a set of experiments. We used a public 
software, JM software version JM 9.2 [11] to encode and decode 
streams. We set the quantization parameter as QP=28 for I frame, 
28 for P frame and 30 for B frame. Also, we set the frame 
sequences of encoded video as IBPBP…IBPBP… The I frame is 
inserted every 30 frames and the frame rate is 30 frames per 
second. The locations of defect bits of DPB are generated 
randomly in uniform distribution with a given defect density. We 

assumed only stuck-at-faults in DPB memory arrays to simplify 
our experiments. However, our setup can be generalized to other 
types of errors as well.   

  
(a) without error (b) with .003% errors 

Figure 2. Foreman video sequence comparison 

  
(a) without error (b) with .003% errors 

Figure 3. News video sequence comparison 



 We inject chip-level errors into the data stored in DBP 
memory array to simulate memory defects and study the 
degradation in performance at the output with given defect 
density.  We studied two different video sequence samples: 
Foreman (Figure 2) and News (Figure 3) to show the performance 
loss in PSNR due to memory corruption. 

 

Table 1. Impact of DPB errors on H.264 output quality 

Table 1 shows the effect of injecting 0.003% errors into the DPB 
on the PSNR of the output video stream. Both visually and 
metric-wise, the performance degradation is imperceptible. Thus 
it would make sense to assume that tolerating about 0.003% 
errors in the DPB memory is realistic. This section established 
that for inherently redundant systems such as multimedia, slight 
degradations can be tolerated with little or no effect on the quality 
of the image. This statement creates a question of, first what is the 
benefit of tolerating these errors and how does that impact 
effective yield. Secondly, at what level of the defect tolerance 
does the output degradation become perceptible and are there any 
means of minimizing this degradation thus maximizing the 
benefits of inherent error tolerance. The remainder of the paper 
addresses these two questions. 

 
III. Impact on Yield 

 
 In chips today there are two sources of imperfections, the 
first source is the manufacturing defects for which numerous 
researchers have developed models and repair strategies. The 
other source is the statistical variations in the transistor model 
parameters due to random dopant fluctuations. The first item can 
be predicted knowing the average defect density per unit area per 
layer, dj (units in defects/in2) and the number of fabrication layers, 
N. Based on these parameters, the negative binomial model 
predicts the chip yield, y, as [17]: 
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Where α is an empirical clustering parameters between 0.3 and 5. 
and Acrit is the critical chip area (i.e. the layout area susceptible of 
failure due to defects) and is given by the following equation: 
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Where Ai is the area of ith block, and Pr(d) is the probability that 
the defect will cause a fault for that block. 
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Where; λi is the average number of faults for the ith block.  
Note that Pr{d} is generally different for memories and logic, 
with the former being larger due to aggressive design rules in 
memory layout. Thus, a more general expression describing the 
yield of a chip having blocks B1 BB2 … BM, each with different 
defect densities is the product of yield of the individual blocks 
assuming that those block yields are statistically independent: 
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The above expression can be simplified if we assume that the 
defect densities at individual process layers are replaced by an 
average value, d0 and that only two types of blocks have different 

d0 values: memories and random logic with values and 

, respectively. Shoukorian et al 

memd0
randomd0 [8] show values of 

 and defects/in2.14.0 0 << memd 8.02.0 0 << randomd 2 and N = 
12.5. Assuming the chip is composed of Mmem and Mrandom blocks 
of each type, respectively, equation 2 above can be simplified to: 
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Although more prone to defects (and therefore , 
today’s memories can be protected through redundancy which 
consists of inserting spare and/or columns in the memory blocks 
as well as Built-in self test and repair (BIST/BISR) logic to locate 
memory defects and reconfigure the array using the spares. BISR 
entails an area overhead that is typically in the 5-10% range 
assuming realistic manufacturing defect rates

)00
randommem dd >

[15]. For large 
memories, defects are counted in the single or double digits and 
are therefore are less than 0.003% of the total memory cells [12]. 
For example, a 0.003% error in a 1Mb memory results in 30 
defects, which is quite high by today’s standards especially when 
these defects are randomly distributed. 
 
 From the H.264 decoder, it is clear that memory errors in the 
DPB of less than 0.003% result in a largely unnoticeable 
performance loss and therefore no need to protect the DPB in this 
case. For the sake of simplicity of analysis, we will assume that 
all the Mrandom logic blocks are clustered into one and that 
memories will be divided into two “clusters” of blocks, protected 
and non-protected, or MP and MNP, respectively. Thus equation 3 
will further simplify to: 

Video sequence News Foreman 

DPB Error rate 0% .003% 0% .003% 

Y 36.95 36.67 35.73 35.7 

U 39.88 39.48 39.15 39.14 

V 40.37 40.36 40.50 40.5 
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 In the following, we quantify the cost savings due to not 
protecting the DPB memory through BISR. We assume a cost per 
wafer of W (typically $500-$3000) [18] with higher end being a 
more reasonable estimate for advanced processes. Thus, the cost 
of die is: 
 

Cost =
chipyGDPW

W
×

 (5) 

Where GDPW is the Gross Die Per Wafer [19] and given a wafer 
of diameter d, is the number of square dies of area A, and can be 
estimated as: 
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 By standard, when decoding H.264 streams, motion vectors 
may reference 2 to 5 previous frames. Thus, the DPB may contain 
that many frames stored. Each YUV component has 8 bit depth 
(in the simulated H.264 decoder) and total 12 bits are used to 
make one pixel because only one U and V components are 
necessary for every four Y components. For a 1920x1080 HDTV 
size frame, this represents 2Mpixels/frame x 12bits/pixel = 
24Mb/frame. On the other extreme, a mobile device plays video 
in QVGA (320x240) or VGA (640x480) resolution, requiring 
1Mb/frame and 4Mb/Frame to be stored in the DPB, respectively. 
Today such memories are placed off chip in SDRAM but the 
trend is to pull those memories on chip for several reasons: (1) to 
reduce the parts count of a system and (2) to reduce power 
consumption of the overall decoder, and  (3) to control the pricing 
of parts. Even with the smallest available 6T bitcell in 90nm 
(1.33mm2) [14] and assuming 60% memory peripheral overhead 
[16] storing 2 HDTV frames on chip would require about 
100mm2. The question now is how much yield can be saved if we 
were to allow errors into this memory given their use to store 
decoded frames? We answer this question by analyzing two 
scenarios: Scenario 1 assumes that memory is protected using 
redundant rows/columns. Scenario 2 assumes that those memories 
are left unprotected and even when faults are detected in them, 
they are neither repaired nor the chips discarded (unless faults 
occur in the logic and/or other memories. In both scenarios, the 
first two terms in Equation 8 have the same value however the 
effective yields of DPB memories differ. From [13] we estimate 
the yield of a 24Mb memory block after repair to be around 91%. 
Thus the combined yield of two such blocks (i.e. 48 Mb total) is 
0.91 × 0.91 = 0.828. From  the same graph, we estimate the yield 
of a 1-4Mb memory at about 98%. From various 
references[1][4][12][15], the cost of achieving such yield is 
usually about 5-10% increase in memory area. Let R be the ratio 
of the DPB memory area to the total chip area, then ADPB = R×A. 
Using equation 8 we can compute the relative costs of scenario 1 
making the above assumptions and that of scenario 2 where the 
effective yield of the DPB memory is 100% and the repair 

overhead is not required.  
 Figure 4 and Figure 5 plot the relative cost savings as a 
function of R and A assuming a redundancy area overheads of 5% 
and 10%.  We note that the cost savings range between 20% and 
35%. Also observed is that the chip area has almost no impact on 
the relative cost savings which grows linearly with R. 
 
 In reality, the memory sizes, repair and yield will vary 
significantly across system design constraints (e.g. frame sizes), 
repair strategies, memory organization, memory compilers and 
process technologies. We consider in Figures 6 and 7 the impact 
of memory yield assumptions on the cost savings for repair 
overheads of 5% and 10%, respectively. With memory yield 
ranging from 0.6 to .98, the relative cost savings can range from a 
low of 2% when non-repairable memories only constitute 10% of 
the chip area and their yield after repair is .98 to about 80% when 
the same memories constitute about 70% of the chip area and an 
after repair yield of .6. Even on the low end of the cost savings, a 
2% cost reduction can be significant for volume production. 
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Figure 4. Cost Savings for different chip area 

assumptions, memory yield = .828 (5% Redundancy 
Overhead) 
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Figure 5. Cost Savings for different chip area 

assumptions, memory yield = .828 (10% Redundancy 
Overhead) 
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Figure 6. Cost savings  for different memory yield 
values (10% redundancy overhead) 
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Figure 7. Cost savings  for different memory yield 

values (5% redundancy overhead) 

IV. Conclusion 
 

 In this paper we have shown that for some applications that 
are inherently error tolerant through system design, it is possible 
to tolerate large amounts of errors reaching up to more than 5% 
and still achieve acceptable performance. This is significantly 
higher compared to currently used techniques. This error 
tolerance can be used to build cheaper chips improving the 
effective chip yield as well as achieving considerable savings in 
the hardware required to correct errors. By budgeting for defect 
tolerance at the system level, a paradigm shift in yield 
improvement is possible. 
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